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Details of Visit:

Author: lurcio
Location 2: Madely
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 24/06/2005 1400
Duration of Visit: 30
Amount Paid: 50
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Kandy's
Website: http://kandys121.co.uk
Phone: 01952401475

The Premises:

Flat in a nice residential area, safe I think but I never like punting in residential areas - too many
curtains to twitch! The door is pretty anonymous but still a bit too open for my liking. Still once inside
it was OK - but very dark! All curtains drawn and fairy lights round the windows but I asked for the
room light to be on. Usual porn on TV and a very squeaky bed - which had a foot board - I am 6 foot
and it was too short for me - I banged my toes on the end!

The Lady:

I have seen Paris a few times recently after having discovered Kandys had been under my nose for
weeks without me knowing, I usually go to Dawley. Anyway, she is described as a Sophie Anderton
look alike - I didn't know who that was! So I checked and yes she does a bit - but I thought more
Lorraine Chase for those old enough to remember her. I'd say mid twenties, thin (8) and smallish
but firm natural boobs but overall a nice looking lady - and indeed a nice lady anyway who really
does enjoy her work.

The Story:

Paris is a really pleasant person, perhaps a bit too chatty to begin with and has had quite an
interesting career she said from WG to McDonalds manageress back to WG. Still the Golden
Arches loss was my gain - I opted for a hand job and tentatively asked for anal fingering - not all
girls do it and those that do don't usually know what I like. I was offered a choice of serious
massage or sensual - the latter being the usual short tickle and turn over. It was OK and we chatted
rather offputtingly about anything but sex! Once I was on my back though she seemed to know what
I needed and she brought me to a fantastic orgasm by hand with two fingers up my bum. I came
rather alot which is always a good sign. So the only drawback is the place itself - I much prefer
somewhere where you can arrive and depart in secrecy and for me a flat in the middle of an estate
is too obvious.
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